
PRESENTATION FOR  
SKATEBOARDS AND SCOOTERS



FILA, a centenary sport fashion brand, were founded by the FILA brothers in the 
small town of Biella, Italy in 1911. In the 1970s, in order for diversified development, 
FILA turned to sportswear and successively developed series. Fila Skates brand is 
strictly connected to the concept of high performance products. 

FILA skates is targeted to evolved pro and non-pro consumers looking for high 
quality sporting products as it is perceived as highly technical. The success of FILA
Skates is also due to the introduction in the market of many innovations and patented 
technologies.

FILA Skates is a big family sharing passion, ideas and committment.Its products are 
currently sold in more than 30 countries.

FILA Skates is at the same time the precious heritage of a worldwide funded brand, 
FILA, and the expression of a consolidated and specific know-how developed by the 
licensee itself. 

Therefore, our mission is mainly the fusion of such aspects in order to develop a 
more and more technical and comfortable product, matching up with performance 
standards, overcoming current limits in terms of innovation and making brand 
awareness take off all over the world.

Skating with FILA skate, takes you now to a big community. Be part of this 
community means also give one's own contribution to product development, sharing 
ideas, comments, and suggestions. But it means also have fun, take inspiration from 
FILA athletes and enjoy the enthusiasm. 

Races, urban exploration, freeskate evolution, fitness and recreational moments, 
women's style, hockey&figure demanding standards,skateboards,scooters, junior 
explosion, rental projects: this and much more is FILA Skates.  

Join & enjoy! 



FILA SKATEBOARD 





 

 

BEGINNER： 

  

SIZE: 31”X8” 
DECK:      8ply china maple plus 1 ply Russian maple, double kick, concave 

11+/-0.5mm 
DESIGN:    Transfer design on deck bottom 
GRIP TAPE:  80AB griptape on deck top, with printed FILA logo  
TRUCK & BASE.: 5” heavy duty truck and base, normal finishing, carbon shaft. 
BEARING:     ABCE 7 carbon bearing 
WHEELS:     52*32 PU casted, HR95A, black/white (as per graphic) 
CUSHION:    PU casted, HR95A,  
RISER PAD:   4mm PE 
HARDWARE:  Standard 
PACKING:    Each piece with p.o.f shrinkfoil,   

Each piece with barcode sticker, warning label and IM. 
With 1/4 colorbox 

            4pcs per carton 
STANDARD:   EN13613 CLASS A，Reach 
CARTON SIZE:  88x22.5x36.5cm 
 

  
  



 

 

INTERMEDIATE:   

  
SIZE: 31”X8” 
DECK:      7ply Russian maple, double kick, concave, 10+/-0.2MM 
           With one color ply in the middle 
DESIGN:    Transfer design on deck bottom 
GRIP TAPE:  80S griptape on deck top, with printed Fila logo  
TRUCK & BASE.: 5” Stronger Heavy duty truck and base, with black painting, 

carbon shaft. 
BEARING:  ABEC7chrome bearing  
WHEELS:   52*31 pu casted, HR97A, black/white (as per graphic) 
CUSHION:  PU casted, HR95A, red185c 
RISER PAD:  N/A 
HARDWARE:  standard. 
PACKING:    Each piece with p.o.f shrinkfoil,  

Each piece with barcode sticker, warning label and IM. 
With 1/4 colorbox 

            4pcs per carton 
STANDARD:  EN13613 CLASS A, Reach 
CARTON SIZE: 88x22.5x36.5cm 

  



ADVANCED： 

SIZE: 31”X7.75” 
DECK: 7ply Canadian maple, double kick, concave, 10+/-0.2mm 

   With one color ply in the middle 
DESIGN:   Transfer design on deck bottom 
GRIP TAPE:  OS780 griptape on deck top, with printed Fila logo  
TRUCK & BASE.: 5.25” five star truck and base with painting, carbon shaft. 
BEARING:  ABEC 7 chrome bearing with black rubber cover 
WHEELS:  52*30 pu casted, SHR100A, black/white (as graphic) 
CUSHION:  PU casted, SHR99A, black 
RISER PAD:  N/A 
HARDWARE: with hollow kinping (lighter). 
PACKING:   Each piece with p.o.f shrinkfoil,   

Each piece with barcode sticker, warning label and IM and. 
With 1/4 colorbox 
4pcs per carton 

STANDARD:  EN13613 CLASS A, Reach 
CARTON SIZE: 88x22.5x36.5cm 

The upcharge will be USD1.0 per board if want to use printed color grip tape as 
above. 



 

FILA SKATEBOARDS HELMET 

  

 

  

 
  

  

SPECIFICATION: Outside high impact ABS shell with EPS inner, 5mm nylon 

webbing, and new style adjustment system. 

With decal logo design on outside 

SIZE: S/51-54cm   

M/54-58cm   

L/58-61cm 

PACKAGING: each piece with colorbox, 10pcs per carton 

CARTON SIZE: 83x28x46cm 

STANDARD: EN1078, CPSC1203, REACH 
 

  



  
 

FILA SKATEBOARDS PROTECTOR SET 
 

    

    

    

 

 

SPECIFICATION: High impact PP cap 

600D nylon fabric with full heat sublimation logo design 

10mm high density foam 

32G TC lining 

With full elastic sock 

Black elastic band and PP strap 

With embroidery logo labels, 6pcs/set 

SIZE:         S, M, L, XL 

PACKAGING:   each set with colorbox, 

S/M: 12sets per carton  

L/XL: 10sets per carton  

STANDARD:    EN14120, REACH  

  



 

 

 

    

    

  

SPECIFICATION: High impact PP cap 

600D nylon fabric with full heat sublimation logo design 

10mm high density foam 

32G TC lining 

With full elastic sock 

Black elastic band and PP strap 

With embroidery logo labels, 6pcs/set 

SIZE:          S, M, L, XL 

PACKAGING:   each set with colorbox,  

S/M: 12sets per carton  

L/XL: 10sets per carton  

STANDARD:    EN14120, REACH  

 

  



FILA SCOOTER 

 
     

  

SPECIFICATION:  

MAIN BODY: PP+fiber plastic  

Aluminum tube, thickness: 1.8mm (outer tube) 1.1mm (inner tube) 

Outer tube with painting, inner tube with anodizing 

HANDLE: TPE 

WHEEL: PU casted 82-85A, PP core 

      Front wheels: 120X40mm 

      Back Wheels: 80X24mm 

BEARING: ABEC-7, carbon 

MAX. LOADING WEIGHT: 50kgs 

FEATURE: 3 height adjustment: 64, 71,78cm 

        One-click fast folding system 

UNFOLDING SIZE: 59x27x78cm 

PACKAGING: one set per colorbox, 6sets per a carton 

CARTON SIZE: 60x56x57cm 

STANDARD: EN71, REACH 

 

 



NAME: kids’ scooter with saddle 

SPECIFICATION:  

MAIN BODY: PP+fiber plastic  

Outer tube, A3 steel, thickness: 1.8mm 

Inner tube.；aluminium, thickness: 1.1mm 

Outer tube with painting, inner tube with anodizing 

HANDLE: TPE 

WHEEL: PU casted 82-85A, PP core 

Front wheels: 115X50mm 

   Back Wheels: 80X24mm 

BEARING: ABEC-7, carbon 

MAX. LOADING WEIGHT: 20kgs for saddle, 50kgs for pedal 

FEATURE:  1 height adjustment with 5.5cm difference 

One-click fast folding system 

   Saddle can be folded and turned with 360 degree 

UNFOLDING SIZE: 59x29x81cm 

PACKAGING: one set per colorbox, 6sets per a carton 

CARTON SIZE: 60x58x60cm 

STANDARD: EN71, REACH 




